Notes

- Terra cotta pots set in tapered render
- Flue pargeted (rendered) with mortar
- 10mm (3/8") roughcast render
- Corner bricks corbelled out 25mm proud of surface
- Lead flashing
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Drawing No. 1  Scale 1:20
Notes
- terra cotta pots set in tapered render
- face brickwork
- 25mm (1"") projections
- 10mm (3/8"") roughcast render
- flue pargetted (rendered) with mortar
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Chimney Shafts
Drawing No. 2 Scale 1:20
Notes
- Optional terra cotta pot
- Face brickwork
- 25 mm (1") projections
- 10 mm (3/8") roughcast render
- Flue pargetted (rendered) with mortar

Lead flashing
Notes

- optional terracotta pot
- face brickwork

- 25mm (1") projections

- 10mm (3/8") roughcast render
- corner bricks corbelled out
  25mm proud of surface

- flue pargetted (rendered)
  with mortar.

- lead flashing
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Notes
- optional terra cotta pot
- bullnose capping course
- face brickwork
- 25mm (1") projections
- 10mm (3/8") roughcast render
- flue pargetted (rendered) with mortar
- lead flashing
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Chimney Shafts
Drawing No. 5 Scale 1:20
Notes
- terra cotta pot set in tapered render
- 30 mm projections
- face brickwork
- flue pargetted (rendered) with mortar
- lead flashing
- chimney tray
Notes

- Terracotta pot set in tapered render
- 30 mm projections
- Face brickwork
- Flue pargetted (rendered) with mortar
- Lead flashing
- Chimney tray
Notes

- terra cotta pot set in tapered render

- 30mm projections

- brick on edge

- face brickwork

- flue pargetted (rendered) with mortar

- lead flashing

- chimney tray
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Chimney Shafts Scale 1:20
Drawing No. 8
Notes

Chimney trays formed and folded from 1.0mm (20 gauge) galvanized steel flat sheet.

All upturns, downturns to be 50mm.

All joints to be securely welded and rust protected.

Flue parapet should taper to form a drain onto tray.

Lead flashings should be placed so as to allow water to escape from tray.